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“executive leader coaching has 

grown in popularity and application 

over the past several decades. the 

reasons for the expansion of leader-

ship coaching are many. he task of 

being an executive has arguably 

become much more difficult and ex-

pansive. more leaders now routinely 

deal with significant ambiguity, 

disruptive changes and pressures to 

perform in an increasingly global 

and diverse context. they are asked 

to be both strategic decision mak-

ers and masters of the “soft” skills 

required to effectively manage people. 

at the same time, due to the pace and 

magnitude of change and the disrup-

tion within organizations themselves, 

the relationships that can support 

personal development and learning, 

an absolute requirement for effective 

leadership, are often lacking. into 

this breach has stepped, among other 

professionals, the executive leader 

coach – who is tasked with helping 

guide leaders and managers toward 

betterment.”

—Barry Schlosser, Derek 
Steinbrenner, Ellen Kumata 

and James Hunt, ”The Coach-
ing Impact Study: Measuring 

the Value of Executive Leader 
Coaching,” p. 5
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…of the Co-Editors
WILLIAM BERgqUIST AND JEANNINE SANDSTROM

At a recent presentation one of us 
[Jeannine] asked her colleagues 
“to define ‘leadership’ . . . that 

phrase we’d been using for hours in 
this session with an unspoken collu-
sion that we all knew what we were 
talking about.” You’d have thought one 
of the Blue Angels jets [from the famous 
American acrobatic jet fighter squad-
ron] had just done an unannounced 
flyover of a lakeside family picnic. 
The room went completely silent. 
Stunned. Slowly, phrases were tossed 
into the room. Then faster and faster, 
until there was a virtual cacophony of 
ideas, definitions, differing opinions, 
similar themes, and so forth for every-
one to examine. Surprisingly, for some 
seasoned professionals in the room, it 
had been years since they’d taken time 
to carefully examine their definition of 
leadership and identify the constructs 
on which they approach any leadership 
development assignment.

One us [Jeannine] with her partner, 
Lee Smith at CoachWorks Internation-
al Inc. (www.CoachWorks.com), has 
been grappling with this complexity 
since 1998 when they began to codify 
their leadership development coaching 
processes. This was done at the request 
of client companies that wanted to 
replicate the progress made by Coach-
works when Jeannine and Lee were not 
on-site. Jeannine and Lee utilize a sys-
tems approach to the interrelatedness 
of organizational culture, level of ma-
turity (experience) of the leader, skills 
and competencies of the individual and 
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their direct reports, sphere of influence and how that is accomplished, vision and/or 
goals of the company. With their colleagues at CoachWorks, Jeannine and Lee codi-
fied a complete leadership development platform—found at www.LegacyLeader-
ship.com—that uniquely foretold and reinforced the research, models, applications 
and concepts of the authors and the articles being presented in this issue of IJCO. 

As co-editors of this issue, we were struck by how each author spoke about the 
complexity of their subject area. Leadership is by no means a simple, straight line 
cause-and-effect relationship.  It’s this very challenge that affords the discipline of 
executive leader coaching and the practitioners of executive leader coaching such 
a unique opportunity to identify and define those approaches, processes, tools and 
evaluation methodologies which successfully grow leaders towards their best sus-
tainable impact.

We sincerely challenge you to utilize this issue as a basis for a review of your per-
sonal concept of leadership:  
• How do you define leadership?  How do you know when you see/don’t see it?
• What specific construct/model do you use as your basic platform from which to 
coach or select coaches?
• When do you coach fundamental leadership distinctions if your client doesn’t 
have a clear personal concept? Or if you are a coaching client, when do you request 
your coach to provide fundamental leadership distinctions?
• And, how do you, as a coach, help your client actively apply their new knowledge/
skill within an action laboratory so that their learning can be integrated real time? 
Or if you are a coaching client, how do you make use of the services being provided 
by your coach to actively apply new knowledge/skills you have acquired within an 
action laboratory so that your learning can be integrated real time?

Coaches are leaders and often have the clearest model of what is possible when 
growing others—predominately through the language of leadership we choose in 
our work.

Each of the articles in this issue presents multiple perspectives in the discipline of 
coaching leaders—from ways to form the trusting relationship required for trans-
formational work to follow-through coaching strategies for integrated application 
and sustainability of the client’s learnings. Results of such efforts are documented 
by research looking to identify the return-on-investment (ROI) of the client’s and 
coach’s investment in their engagement.

While cultural contexts and models for transformational coaching are presented in 
most of the articles presented in this issue of IJCO, the initial article concerns an 
even more fundamental question in the field of executive leadership coaching: what 
difference does it make? Schlosser, Steinbrenner, Kumata and Hunt report results 
from a major research project concerned with the impact of leadership coaching in-
terventions. The authors of this multiple company coaching impact study describe 
ways in which they measure the value of executive coaching. While this mode of 
coaching continues to be viewed with skepticism in the corporate community, the 
authors show how to measure the impact of executive leadership coaching and sug-
gest how this type of measurement can be of great value in addressing this skepti-
cism. Our authors outline their efforts to develop a meaningful methodology for the 
study of return on investment (ROI), presenting an overview of their rationale, a 
description of methodology, and some of the results from their study to date.
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In our second article, Bergquist and Brock outline six distinct organizational cultures, 
each of which can impact how a coach chooses to coach leaders in an organization. 
A common thread throughout each culture is how anxiety (normal and collective 
reaction to stress) is contained and impacts leadership direction and organizational 
change. Bergquist and Brock challenge coaches to be conscious and intentional in 
taking into account these cultural forces as they design each unique coaching rela-
tionship.

Stoneham, Weger and Rocco present a core dynamic of coaching—organizational 
clients expect coaches to facilitate change in both the individual coachee and the 
impact that individual has within the organization. Often that may look to the client 
that Ways-of-Doing things differently will produce expected results. Based on their 
research and successful application of their Integral Intelligence Model, the authors 
of this article declare that focusing on the leader’s Ways-of-Being is the true lever for 
sustainable transformation in leadership development. 

Hebenstreit and Hinzdorf present theory and results of their LeadershipCircle (LC) 
coaching program using two pilot groups of 16 leaders each. LC takes both individ-
ual and group approaches to maximizing learning and stimulating transformation 
in leaders. This program is designed to connect cognitive learning at a deep enough 
level to produce observable shifts and measurable results in seven leadership skills. 
Outcomes from this pilot project strongly encourage a modular approach to coach-
ing initiatives which allow the coachee maximum safety in choosing and practicing 
their developmental components. 

With the article prepared by Borie and Eckstein, we initiate a new IJCO series. This 
series concerns ways in which theory and research regarding organizational coach-
ing can be translated into specific coaching practices. While most IJCO articles re-
side somewhere between theory/research and practice—focusing on the “strategies” 
of organizational coaching—articles are also needed that show how theory and re-
search can be directly applied at the “tactical” level of organizational coaching. Borie 
and Eckstein specifically define and illustrate the role of integrity in business-ori-
ented client relationships, as well as in the practices of coaching to individuals and 
groups in organizations. Integrity-Based Leadership Coaching (IBLC) involves the 
use of radical inquiry-based approaches to coaching interventions. Three develop-
mental coaching processes are discussed—assessment, diagnosis and coaching inter-
ventions. These processes are underpinned by theory and research. IBLC is intended 
to be a powerful tool that can be used to incrementally deconstruct “disintegrity” 
and to reconstruct more empowering inquiry-based integrity.

This issue of IJCO also includes the fourth in a series of interviews between ex-
perienced organizational coaches. In this fourth “Coaching Dialogue,” two senior-
level coaches, Moritz and Zepuntke, converse about the issue of trust in executive 
coaching. Not only do they have distinctions slightly different from each other, they 
also bring a North America and European cultural background to the conversation. 
Both coaches recognize the absolute requirement of trust in the executive coaching 
relationship and define how they know that trust exists and when it does not. They 
identify those moments in organizational coaching when coaches must pull back if a 
lack of trust has allowed a transfer of power to the coach. They also suggest ways in 
which coaches can model appropriate use of trust and responsibility in the coaching 
relationship.  Implications in multiple coach engagements of mismatched trust and 
responsibility approaches among the coaches are further discussed.

Finally, in his regular essay (called “Musings”), Mike Jay digresses from his declared 
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subject for this issue in order to talk about SAgE Leadership—a self-authoring (Ke-
gan’s level 4) leader. Mike unpacks his model and (as usual) offers neat, pithy com-
ments to support his leading edge thinking. Mike, so very appropriately, challenges 
each of us as leader and coach of leaders to evaluate our own SAgEness and the 
impact of our response in nurturing the discipline of organizational coaching.

C. Jeannine Sandstrom, Ed.D.
William Bergquist, Ph.D.
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